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The tenth generation of the Ford F-Series is a line of pickup trucks produced by Ford from to ; it
was sold from model years to In a major product shift in the Ford truck lineup, the F and F were
split from the F Beginning production in early model year the newly branded Super Duty trucks
had a distinct body and chassis, while still branded as F-Series trucks. This generation of the
F-Series was also sold by Lincoln as the Blackwood for the model year in Mexico. In Mexico, the
F was rebranded as the Ford Lobo from to , when it was replaced by the twelfth-generation
model. In late , during mid-stage development of a facelift due in late for model year , Ford
commenced the PN program on a new truck platform and designated Thomas Baughman as
chief engineer. In mid, Andrew Jacobson was designated as design director for the PN truck
program. By , designers had developed clay models indicative of car like styling, based on a
new design theme. Despite the disapproval from focus groups towards "softer" styling, during
and in concept design clinics, Ford management backed the "aero" design philosophy. The end
result by Bob Aikins reached in November and frozen for production in February , took the aero
styling further with a rounded nose on the new F-series. The PN mules went into testing , with
prototypes running from early Pilot production began in Being the F's first major redesign since
late , the redesigned truck went on a nationwide stop tour to Ford plants and the external part
suppliers in October , prior to its release. Because of the radical styling, Ford predicted from
marketing clinics that traditional truck buyers would not receive the radical and car-like well, so
it continued to produce and sell the previous model alongside the redesigned model for a few
months. A wide variety of body options were available: the passenger 2 door regular cab and
the passenger 3 door SuperCab later 4 door SuperCab after MY , 8 feet 2. A new Lightning was
introduced in March , and Harley-Davidson and King Ranch editions were also created for the
and model years, respectively. In , the SuperCrew cab was introduced with four full-size doors
for the model year. A Sport 4x4 model was introduced in It featured the 5. In , an FX4 model was
introduced, which came with skid plates, a carbon steel frame, Rancho shock absorbers, and
unique 17" aluminum wheels along with more standard features that were optional on XLT. In , a
sporty STX trim package was introduced, aimed at younger truck buyers. The package also
featured chrome step rails, 17" chrome wheels, and a Kenwood Z stereo was installed in place
of the standard Ford radio. Also in , a special trim package "Heritage Edition" version with
special badging was produced to mark the th anniversary of Ford trucks, available only in the
inch wheelbase SuperCab model. Sales of the F surged in the tenth generation from , to over , in
as products from General Motors and Chrysler lagged. Ford's sales dropped, however, for the
final years of this generation as the redesigned Dodge Ram and refreshed Chevrolet Silverado
were released. Ford also manufactured a limited run of "Heritage" differentiated from the
"Heritage Edition" Fs of the body style to August as models to finish out production. This
generation of F was sold in Mexico alongside the new 11th generation F-Series through It was
only available as a Regular Cab and in XL trim, while the newer model was available in more
trims, SuperCab and SuperCrew configurations and the new model was badged as Lobo, while
the older model retained the F name. A new lineup of improved efficiency engines were offered
beginning for The 4. Ford's own 8. The Ford Sterling 9. In , the Sterling Ford has found that the
cruise control system in many of their trucks could catch fire, because the switch system could
corrode over time, overheat and ignite. Ignition was later blamed on spillage from the adjacent
master cylinder. On March 5, , Ford recalled , full-size pickups and full-size SUVs for the
defective part. During the previous two years Ford had recalled 5. That recall, one of the largest
in history, covered vehicles from the â€” model years. At its January launch, the PN96 F-Series
was only offered as a F; the F and F were produced as models on the previous-generation
chassis. To bridge the gap between the F and the heavier-duty pickups, a PN96 version of the F
light-duty was introduced nearly a year later though also a model , slotted between the F and
the FHD of the previous-generation chassis. While nearly externally identical to the F, the F
gained increased load capability from a heavy-duty rear axle and load-leveling rear suspension;
the F was distinguished by 7-lug wheels. The PN F light-duty was marketed from to , with Ford
offering two generations of the vehicle under the same nameplate. For , the second generation
of the Lightning was released using the PN96 platform, after a three-year hiatus of the model
line. In sharp contrast to its predecessor, the Lightning was given a payload of pounds half the
payload of a Ranger ; for , the figure was raised to 1, pounds. While the first-generation
Lightning chassis was a hybrid of the F and F, to save weight and lower its cost, the
second-generation adopted the stock F frame. Monroe shocks were used from to ; Bilstein
shocks were used from to In place of the inch wheels of its predecessor, the second-generation
Lightning was given inch wheels with Goodyear Eagle F1 directional tires developed for the
truck. The second-generation Lightning was powered by a 5. From to , the rear axle ratio was 3.
The same year, a 4. During its production, the was offered in a limited variety of colors. Special
features specific to the Lightning included: [20]. For , the Lincoln-Mercury division of Ford

introduced the Lincoln Blackwood , the first pickup truck ever sold by the Lincoln brand.
Brought into production after a positive reception to a concept vehicle, the Blackwood was a
variant of the Ford F SuperCrew introduced for In place of a pickup bed, the Blackwood was
given a stainless-steel cargo area lined with carpet covered with a power-operated tonneau ; the
plastic body panels of the pickup bed were styled as black wood with pinstripes. To match the
simulated wood design of the pickup bed, Lincoln offered black as the only body color for the
Blackwood. Sharing its interior with the Navigator, the Blackwood was fitted with four seats with
a center console between the rear seats. Equipped only with rear-wheel drive, the Blackwood
shared its hp 5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Ford F-Series tenth
generation. Main article: Ford F-Series. Motor vehicle. Main article: Lincoln Blackwood. Daily
Press. Retrieved March 25, The New York Times. Retrieved 21 September Popular Mechanics.
Retrieved Motor Trend. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety. September 2, Driving Line. Nitto Tire. Retrieved 19 December Ford vehicles.
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chassis only. What that means for you: 1. Hassle-Free Experience 2. Faster Buying Process 3.
Confidence in Not Overpaying and 4. We do the Research for you. Give us a call at to check
availability. It has an Automatic transmission and a Gas V8 4. Call our sales team today at to
schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to
working with you! Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Our Professional
Sales Consultants are the friendliest anywhere! We have financing for everyone that is fast and
EASY! We will get you the best rate available for ALL types of credit! We also have an in-house
financing department for challenged credit! We LOVE trades, all trades no matter what it is! Did
you know we ship nationwide??! Now customers coast to coast can take advantage of our low
prices! Ask us for more details! Or visit our digital showroom at XLT trim. The best selling
trucks in North America for over 30 years. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall status prior
to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Odometer is miles below market average!
Recent Arrival! Price, Protection, Peace Of Mind! Check it out for yourself and visit our website
at Qautocenter. See dealer for complete details. Vehicle subject to sell. Number of Previous
Owners: Owner count not provided. The 1 deal at 1 Beal!!!! Look at this Ford F Lariat. Its
transmission and Gas V8 4. Why pay more than current market value? No onsite financing
Available. Call or stop by for your hassle free test drive today. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Cheapest Cars with Clean History. No accidents. All 23,
Listings. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. Close Larry H. Not
provided. Gray Ford F 4WD 4. Showing 1 - 18 out of 23, listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Everything but the plugs. Our F is 2WD and has the 4. I have been overall pleased with this
motor. It has enough pep to haul me, my pianos, and my piano trailer once or twice a week.
When it pulls a trailer I can count on about 14 mpg. Not loaded about 18 and up to 21 even. I
pulled a car trailer and an old car home from Montana and it did great! My only gripe is the
plugs. I didn't want to take the chance of blowing a head. If you don't catch that stuff, it sounds
like real trouble. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. This can happen for multiple reasons and a
mechanic needs to diagnose the specific cause for this code to be triggered in your situation.
Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office to perform the Check Engine
Light diagnostic. A P trouble code indicates that the PCM has detected a problem in the ignition
switch run position circuit. A P trouble code is stored when the input reference voltage from the
ignition switch run position circuit falls below the manufacturer's recommended minimum
voltage. The code storage also causes the Check Engine light to illuminate in most

circumstances, though some vehicles require multiple failure cycles before the Check Engine
light comes on. A common cause of a P trouble code is a defective or misadjusted ignition
switch. Other causes of a P trouble code include:. Symptoms of a P trouble code include a no
start or delayed start condition, in addition to the Check Engine light illuminating. A red
charging system failure light might also occur with a P trouble code. The mechanic should
diagnose the problem by performing the following:. Make sure to disconnect any control
modules from the circuit to avoid damage while testing. A common mistake made in
conjunction with a P trouble code is for the mechanic to replace the battery when the fault
actually lies with the alternator or ignition switch. A P trouble code can ultimately lead to a no
start condition with the engine if left unrepaired. At best, it may lead to intermittent starting
problems with the vehicle. Vehicle owners should get a P trouble code diagnosed as it could
indicate more serious problems with components such as the battery, alternator, and related
wiring, connectors, and cables. The mechanic should also make sure that all connectors are
securely connected before moving on to other areas. Mechanics should also replace the battery
or alternator , or possibly both, if the problem lies there. In addition to the battery, the mechanic
should clean all corrosion off of the battery connectors and cables, replacing any cables if the
corrosion is too bad. Upon checking the fuses and fusible links, the mechanic should replace
any fuses that are blown. If the problem persists after making the necessary repairs, connect
the advanced scanner to the diagnostic connector to download all stored trouble codes and
other related data. This can help the mechanic diagnose an intermittent condition. If the code
fails to immediately return upon clearing, more than likely you have an intermittent condition.
Keep in mind that you might need to let an intermittent condition worsen before the mechanic
can make a correct diagnosis. YourMechanic offers certified mobile mechanics who will come
to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a quote and book an
appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With YourMechanic you can skip the auto
shop altogether. They send certified and screened mechanics straight to your door and enable
you to save big on car repair and maintenance. Cost of diagnosing the P code. No more waiting
rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to diagnose and fix the P code. Recent Check Engine
Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gustavo 17 years of
experience. Request Gustavo. Gus was extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Would use him
again and again for any issues in the future. Johnathan 7 years of experience. Request
Johnathan. Johnathan was punctual and very courteous and knowledgeable. You want this man
to help you when your car is on the fritz. Excellent Personality Excellent Service!!! Travis 13
years of experience. Request Travis. Travis contacted me to inquire if he could come early and
that worked great. He was to the point, friendly and very helpful in teaching me about my
vehicle and what was going on. Very personabl
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e. More related articles. Read more. Related questions Speedometer isn't working Hi. If your
speedometer is not working, and your Check Engine Light this may be a sign that your
speedometer sensor has failed. As the speedometer sensor is located in the transmission,
underneath the vehicle, I would recommend having the My check engine light turned on and it
also notified me that the traction control turned off I do not recommend driving the vehicle until
the car is diagnosed as to why the lights came on. The issue may constitute your vehicle to be
unsafe to drive and should only be driven only to get to a Engine management light keeps
coming on in my car it also losses power and starts juddering when it comes on Whenever the
check engine light comes on and the engine loses power means the computer has gone into
failure reduced power mode due to a major powertrain problem or sensor failure. You will need
to have the computer system scanned Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

